
By Parker Betts, OIF veteran 

What do you do when you have nothing left to say? Your thoughts start to run as you fade away. Into 
the smoke your blinded but somehow manage to navigate through. Now what do I do? When it’s said 
and done I’ll have no one, my lies fueled the flames that burnt my bridges. Why does my mind tell me 
no, but all I hear is yes. The truth in all that’s deceitful is I am evil. Frozen in time, no more play I just 
rewind. 

**** 

Like a snow storm in the summer I start to wonder what influence am I under? The dark red blood 
begins to run and that’s when the feelings begun. What have I become another victim of the gun why do 
I think killing is fun. My father says son what have you done? Erase my thoughts from this nightmare, 
now all I can do is stare and I hate this empty glare. Fear sees my weakness and drains my emotions as 
with every guilty notion I shot up the potion. 

**** 

Sitting on the electric chair, buyers beware, the front row isn’t fun when the electricity has rung. Broken 
and done, this can’t be won, where do you go when you can’t run? There’s no shade from the sun, 
another burial for the army of one. This isn’t for everyone, cuz when the adrenaline starts, the reaper 
fights and for many men it’s permanent goodnights. Alone where left and twisted we become. Images 
will become parasites to your brain only to drive you insane. Some will end the pain, the rest of us 
remain. 

**** 

God, why’d you let my soul get black, took my faith under attack, how the fuck do I find my way back? 
Get me to where I want to be, in touch with my inner being I need to feel something else. If I pray will 
you listen? If I try will you let me cry? God after all my sins are confessed will you bail me out from being 
under arrest? 

**** 

Playing with god’s fate, but always a few minutes late. I envisioned a promising future full of surprises 
filled with applause, instead the long look back of despise. Moving along, it’s hard to picture anything 
more than nothing. I emptied my mag into the horizon only to miss the promised land. Where does a 
star go when the galaxy’s gone? I’ll rise in the east and become a full eclipse to the west. Take this pain 
away I find it impossible to carry on with the inevitable future ahead. It’s too much in my head the 
failure that I dread sometimes I’d rather be dead.  

**** 

When the drugs call, all us sinners fall, the begging of greed we planted a vicious seed, Lies, deadly tries 
the fiend dies. I’m crawling in my skin, addicted to a deadly sin, taking me from my lonely existence. 



Welcome to the real world, cold as ice, smoking hot addictions, the suffering is endless, unless you die, 
and hope god teaches you how to fly. It’s signs from above I love. A blank canvas that will never be 
painted, a sad man that will always be tainted, a choice in life that will always be hated.  

**** 

I’m living a hell but reaching for the heavens. I feel like half a man, a wounded warrior stuck in his head. 
Sometimes life’s challenges seem unbearable and my life feels pain, numb to the core it’s ok if I learn to 
defrost my cold soul. There’s got to be a great escape to take me to the promised land of lies and 
wasted lives. Am I fuckin sane? The devils always there when I wake. Set my ambitions on fire and carry 
me to my reality, take me away from this world I’ve created, manipulated and devastated. If by the time 
you reach me I’m gone, present me to the man in my blues. She’s always there at my show stuck at 
intermission, it’s because I’m in remission. Dim the lights here comes the encore it’s time to play the 
role. I’ve had enough fly me back to earth I’ve been living in hell. 

**** 

I get to watch other people succeed while I suffer an bleed an hold on to my demons with greed where’s 
the way out when all I want is to breathe. I’m trying to fight away the feelings I seek my future looks 
bleak this isn't a life for the weak, I pray to you god but you don’t speak I’m left to play in my head alone 
my eyes bleeding red I’m dead, it’s a task just to get outta bed instead I’m looking for war, covered in 
the blood I shed. Addicted to fatal attractions lifeless actions I’m accepted in the eyes of killers real life 
emotionless thrillers why can’t I see past the 7 pillars, enslaved to my self-inflicted rage locked in tight 
my souls in a cage. some say it’s a phase, but it’s taken away days,  so fuck it , I met with the devil, I’m 
hired; standing at attention in the fire, this is the pain I desire. 

 

 

 


